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Database Article, No Page Numbers
Reference Source and Database have the same name

Author. ➔ “Title of Article.” ➔ Green, Michael. "Were the 1950s Truly a Time of Consensus and Conformity in American Society?"


Reference Source Title. ➔ Date of Publication. ➔ Page #s. ➔ Database. ➔ Publication Medium. ➔ Date of Access.

In-text citation: Green explains that "text of quotation."
OR
“Text of quotation” (Green).

Database Article, No Author, No Page Numbers
Reference Source and Database have the same name


Reference Source Title. ➔ Date of Publication. ➔ Database. ➔ Page #s. ➔ Publication Medium. ➔ Date of Access.

"Text of quotation" ("Tuskegee").
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